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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to assess what the

small-scale farmers of the San Pedro River Valley, Pinal

County, Arizona perceived as their educational needs and

non-educational constraints concerning agriculture and to

supply supporting information to further comprehension of

their situations. The method used was a descriptive study

which utilized a questionnaire.

The accessible population for this study was com-

prised of two groups--22 families identified from Coop-

erative Extension Service mailing lists and 19 families

from the survey area who volunteered their inclusion.

Soil fertility and food production/preservation

techniques were deemed most important needs. Severe soil

conditions, financial limitations, and limited markets

warranted most concern.

The most common profile exhibited by farmers re-

flected: (1) land assets less than five acres; (2) in-

volvement less than five hours daily; and (3) poultry,

vegetable and/or fruit enterprises. The popularly voiced

motivation and aspiration of the group was oriented to

self-sufficient living.

viii



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Agricultural concerns in research and education

throughout the country are evidencing increased interest in

small-scale agricultural production. Figures from the most

recent U.S. agricultural census (1982) reflect that small-

scale agricultural production is on the rise. The total

number of farms in our country is beginning to level off

after decreasing for many decades. Many states, notably

Arizona, have actually shown an increase. These increases

are the result of expanded activity in those operations

categorized as small farms. Peter Hemingson states that

during the four-year period surveyed by the census, the

number of small farms nationwide rose dramatically by 17

percent, or more than 94,0001

A generalized profile of these farms is difficult

to grasp. The models are as diverse as the characters of

the farmers themselves. Regional differences denote spec-

ific agronomic situations as well as socio-economic

factors.

Many of these farmers were originally urban dwel-

lers who migrated to rural areas in pursuit of healthier

1
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lifestyles. This particular profile would undoubtedly evi-

dence specific characteristics. Other farmers have been

rural inhabitants for some time, whose families have farmed

for generations. These once medium-sized operators have

diminished in number over the years due to increased eco-

nomic pressures and the trend toward consolidation of

smaller units into large farming operations. Many of the

people still farm but on a much smaller scale and no longer

as a full-time occupation.

Other types of small farms have their histories

rooted in a different set of circumstances. In past years

business and industry spread dynamically into rural areas.

Conditions over the past couple of decades, though, have

put a damper on this dynamism. This situation is common to

rural areas where agricultural pursuits have always been

familiar. Economic pressures on families affected by these

depressions are forcing many from full-time employment

toward agriculture as a way to augment their income. Fed-

eral and state income subsidies, accompanied by products

from agricultural pursuits, are often critically important

to these people. The alternatives they have for improving

their standard of living are limited. Generally, the de-

cision must be faced whether or not to relocate to areas

where suitable employment can be found. This is a
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crucial decision for many families with established homes,

and there is rarely assurance that matters will be better

elsewhere.

Part-time subsistence-oriented farm families should

not be ignored. Agricultural skills training needs to be

provided to them. The rudiments of agriculture must be

grasped by these people in order for them to succeed. In

Arizona, Rick Gibson of the Cooperative Extension Service

states that specifics as to soil salinity problems and water

conservation measures must be taught. Specific production

practices, appropriate mechanization, and applicable mar-

keting techniques are also concerns particular to the

small-scale farmer.

Need for the Study 

The San Pedro River Valley of Pinal County, situ-

ated in the southeastern section of Arizona, is an area

representative of a particular, yet familiar, type of small

rural southwestern community--a community that emerged

around the turn of the century, situated in an arid area

on the flood plain of a sporadic tributary, with an economy

that evolved from copper mining. In the past few years,

the copper industry has felt disastrous economic pressures

and many mines in the area have cut production severely.

The areas affected by the shutdowns have evidenced
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increased activity among their population in small-scale

food production, out of necessity.

The Cooperative Extension Service of Pinal County

has been working with the people in this region for many

years. Contact between the agents and farmers has been

sporadic and generally on an interpersonal basis. The geo-

graphy of Pinal County and the relative isolation of this

area denote this course of service by the county agents.

Slightly more than two years ago the Cooperative Extension

Service selected these small-scale farmers to be recipients

of a specially targeted program aimed at enhancing the self-

sufficiency of these family operations.

The first years of the project got off to a slow

start and met with little success. There were two funda-

mental problems: (1) A heavy work load for the agents

severely limited the amount of time spent on the project;

and (2) information on the profile of these farmers and

their specific needs had not been developed.

What is known about these farmers, as described by

Rick Gibson, the horticulturist assigned to the project,

is: Approximately two dozen farmers have been identified

in the Winkelman-Dudleyville area of Pinal County; their

ages range from 25 to 45; their families include four or

five people; they generally work five acres or less and

have been unemployed frequently due to depressions in the

mining industry. Formal education undoubtedly ended with
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high school for the majority. Agricultural endeavors range

from dairy to poultry production, to fruit or greenhouse

production to bedding plant sales. All of this information

is unconfirmed. This study attempted to: (1) identify the

accessible population; (2) survey those families and ascer-

tain their needs and constraints; and (3) address the proper

method for disseminating information to meet these needs.

With this information, the agents may be in a position to

utilize their limited time more efficiently and the farmer

should benefit from the resulting program.

Statement of Problem 

The purpose of this study was to assess what the

small-scale farmers of the San Pedro River Valley, Pinal

County, Arizona perceived as their educational needs and

non-educational constraints concerning agriculture and to

supply supporting, demographic/ethnographic information for

further comprehension of their situations. The Cooperative

Extension Service can utilize this information in a develop-

mental project addressing the inherent needs of these

operations.

Specific Objectives 

Answers to the following questions were sought in

addressing the problem:
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1. What agricultural knowledge and skills do the people

perceive as important to improving the efficiency

of their agricultural practices and how do these

perceived needs rank in importance?

2. What non-educational constraints do the people view

as adversely affecting further development of their

agricultural enterprises and how do these con-

straints rank in severity?

3. What levels of formal education do the small-scale

farmers in this area possess?

4. What background and experience, related to agricul-

ture, do these small-scale farmers possess and what

was the source of such experience?

5. In what types of agricultural enterprises do these

farmers engage and how much time do they devote to

these enterprises?

6. What are the demographic/ethnographic factors

pertaining to age, family size, assets and

aspirations?

Assumptions 

In conducting this study, the researcher assumed

certain factors to be true that were not evaluated. In

this study, the underlying assumptions were:
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1. the farmers surveyed were capable of identifying

their educational needs in agriculture.

2. the questionnaire developed to ascertain information

was reliable.

Delimitations 

The ability to generalize from this study is depen-

dent on the inherent delimitations. The following served as

these delimitations:

1. The Winkelman-Dudleyville area of the San Pedro

River Valley in Pinal County in southeastern Arizona

was the sole place of residence for the farmers in

this study.

2. A possible reactive effect (giving false informa-

tion) by participants was recognized. Pre-project

interaction was kept as consistent and neutral as

possible; a formal plea for precise information was

made and the questionnaire was designed and field

tested to eliminate ambiguities.

3. Non-respondents or those desiring not to partici-

pate were possible threats to the validity of the

data. Questionnaires were personally delivered and

picked up by this researcher so as to facilitate

the tracking of non-respondents in order to maxi-

mize response.

4. Data were collected for this study during the sum-

mer of 1985.
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Limitations 

The internal framework of this research is kept

tangible by the recognition of certain limitations. The

following served as these limitations:

1. The testing instrument may have some undetected

bias that may affect the answering response.

2. Confidentiality was assured to avoid the farmers

responding as they think they should rather than

with their true perceptions.

3. The farmers in this study can be divided into two

categories: those identified from Cooperative

Extension Service mailing lists and others not on

the lists but whose request it was to be included.

In view of this fact, specialized concerns may have

been echoed.

Procedure 

The statement of problem and specific objectives

have direct influence on the researcher's method of in-

vestigation. The procedure followed in meeting the ob-

jectives of this study is described in the following

sections: (1) Population and Sample; (2) Design of the

Study; (3) Procedure for Collection of Data; and (4) Methods

of Analyzing the Data.
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Population and Sample

The target population of this study was the low in-

come, rural farm families in the Winkelman-Dudleyville area

of the San Pedro River Valley, Pinal County, Arizona. The

accessible population consisted of forty-one families.

Twenty-two of these families were identified as applicable

participants and selected from Arizona Cooperative Extension

Service mailing lists by the Pinal County agents. These

twenty-two families were all of those listed in the region

under the Extension Service's classification of "mini-

farms". The remainder of the accessible population (19)

were self-appointed.

Prior to enactment of the survey, this researcher

visited the test area frequently in an effort to befriend

community leaders, to encourage their support for this study

and to generate community awareness. Nineteen additional

people from the area, not previously identified from the

Extension lists, contacted this researcher. These nineteen

expressed interest in the study, offered their inclusion,

and brought the total number of subjects identified as the

accesssible population to 41. No sampling techniques were

employed in the identification of the accessible population

because of the small number of families involved and rela-

tive easy access to them.
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Design

This study was a descriptive survey case study. A

questionnaire was utilized to gather the information.

Data Collection

The farmers in this study were requested to com-

plete a questionnaire. This questionnaire listed several

areas of educational/agricultural needs. The participants

then had three levels of interest to choose from concerning

how they felt relative to each need. The questionnaire

also listed several potential constraints to agricultural

enterprises. The participants had five levels of severity

to choose from concerning how they judged each constraint

a personal problem. Additional short, non-specific ques-

tions were asked about formal education and agricultural

experience. The remaining questions pertained to age,

labor, time involved in farming, types of enterprises en-

gaged in, and agricultural goals/aspirations.

Subjects were individually contacted by this re-

searcher. Discussions averaging one-and-one-half hours per

family were generated during these meetings. Agricultural

production, family welfare, political, economic and environ-

mental factors were frequent topics of discussion. Tours

of the family's agricultural enterprises were usually

conducted.
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These discussions yielded insightful, demographic/ethno-

graphic background information.

A questionnaire was then left with each family. In-

structions for completion, assurance of anonymity, and a

plea for preciseness were relayed personally. The purpose

of the survey, as consistently stated to each participant

by this researcher, was "to gather information about small-

scale agriculture producers in your area so that the county

agents might better familiarize themselves with your desires

and problems, and to better equip themselves to meet your

needs in the future." The questionnaire remained with the

individual families for one week. During that week a tele-

phone call was made to check on the progress of completing

the questionnaire and to minimize any procrastination. At

the end of the week the questionnaire was picked up and

gratitude was expressed personally by this researcher.

Data Analysis

Data for this study were compiled manually. These

data provided:

1. an identification of educational needs of partici-

pants in the study and a ranking of importance of

these needs.

2. an identification of developmental constraints to

the agricultural enterprises of participants in
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this study and a ranking in severity of these

constraints.

3. an identification of formal educational backgrounds

of participants in the study.

4. an identification of agricultural background exper-

iences of participants.

5. an overview of: (a) the types of operations in-

herent among participants; (b) the time devoted to

these enterprises; and (c) demographic/ethnographic

factors pertaining to age, family size, assets and

aspirations.

Definitions

In order to provide greater clarity to this study,

the following terms are defined:

1. Small farm: The current U.S.D.A. definition of

small farm is based on the following factors:

a. Family net income from all sources (farm

and non-farm) is below the median non-

metropolitan income of the state.

b. The family is dependent on farming for a

significant portion, though not neces-

sarily a majority, of its income.

c. Family members provide most of the labor

and management.
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2. Cooperative Extension Service: Established by a

congressional bill in 1914, each state in the United

States was assigned a land grant university to spe-

cifically address agricultural concerns. Federal

and state support dollars for agriculture are chan-

neled through these institutions. Research, educa-

tion, and extension are the three major components

of each university. The component defined here,

the Cooperative Extension Service, consists of ad-

ministrators, subject matter specialists (often

associate professors), and individual extension

agents assigned to each county in the annointed

state. The task of the Cooperative Extension Ser-

vice is to generate and disseminate information.

Activities entail agricultural production, home

economics, rural development, youth and community

service.

3. Developmental Constraint: Any factor which ad-

versely affects farm families by limiting or in-

hibiting the successful operation or expansion of

their farming or self-sufficient living enterprises.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Since the advent of the land grant university

system in the late 1800s and the subsequent creation of the

Cooperative Extension Service (CES) in 1914, our nation's

agricultural policy has repeatedly evidenced concern for

development and improvement of the rural home and rural

life (Extension in the 80s, 1983--Bankhead Jones Act, 1935;

Smith Lever Act, 1914). From the onset, the objectives of

the CES were family oriented and at least initially, funda-

mentally targeted to all aspects of developing our rural

areas.

Many years have passed since the CES's original

charter was set forth, and, many changes have taken place

in our rural areas during that time. Agricultural enter-

prise production, always the underlying emphasis of the

CES, once fueled by actual horsepower, is now highly

mechanized. Large production and mass marketing are now

normative factors. In 1955 Earl Butz said, "Adopt or

die, resist and perish--agriculture is big business. Too

many people are trying to stay in agriculture who would be

better someplace else" (Lyon, 1982). The complexion of our

14
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rural areas was evolving dynamically and educational ser-

vices had to keep abreast of the changes.

Modern methods have allowed present day agriculture

to produce more and more. Yet this does not imply that all

farms have turned into massive agribusinesses or that many

rural areas are not presently in need of diversified de-

velopmental help. Issues arise when analyzing the role

the CES has played in rural development and the future

course it is to chart, especially in light of the expanded

role the private sector now plays in servicing the informa-

tional needs of large agricultural production firms. Not

all agriculture in this country has incorporated. Rural

families involved in small-scale agricultural production

exist today in great numbers and represent a constituency

to which the CES has historicalaly been accountable.

Dr. Roy Rauschkolb, Director, Arizona Cooperative

Extension Service, articulated the issue quite well in a

letter to the Graduate College in support of this study.

He questioned, "To what extent can the land grant univer-

sity and the CES address the needs of a relatively small

yet viable group of people who farm for non-commercial,

self-sufficiency purposes?"

The issue of small farms in today's world is best

addressed by first defining what a small farm is. Many

definitions have evolved during the past decade. One
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definition was based simply on total farm sales and, spe-

cifically, those farms selling less than $20,000 in farm

products (U.S.D.A., 1977). A more recent definition is

somewhat more complicated and includes those families who

(a) operate farms by providing most of the labor and man-

agement; (b) have total family incomes from farm and non-

farm sources below the median non-metropolitan family in-

come in their states; and (c) depend on farming for a

significant portion, although not necessarily most of their

incomes (U.S.D.A., 1979). The first definition, if used,

included approximately 1.7 million farm operators in 1977,

while the latter definition would have included approxi-

mately 1.3 million farm operators (West, 1982). A third

definition was set forth by Adams and Coward in 1972 and

characterized small farms as those having "very limited

access to political power, productive services, productive

assests, and/or income streams in the society" (Norman,

1982).

In 1914, 30 percent of the United States' popula-

tion lived on farms in rural areas (Young, 1985). Between

1940 and 1970 there was an exodus of 21 million people from

what was classified as "the farm", yet national agricultural

production increased by 75 percent in the wake of this

urban migration (Mahr, 1979). Today, only three percent

of Americans make their "livelihood" from farming and most

rural towns have fewer complimentary businessses and
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services to offer and employ non-farm rural citizens (Young,

1985). The CES audience has become less homogenous as mid-

size farms, historically the primary clientele, have re-

ceded in number and all but vanished. In the future, the

distribution of agricultural clientele will be bimodal, with

relevant numbers of each large and small farms (Hildreth

and Armbruster, 1981). Today, over 1.6 million small farms

exist (Brown, 1981). Seventy-five percent of these small

farms are classified as part-time (West, 1982). Small

farms account for nearly two-thirds of the farms nation-

wide, yet only contribute ten percent to the total farm

output (Tweeten, 1982).

These figures show, although our rural population

has shrunk, there are still many small farm operators who

work off the farm a considerable amount of time and whose

farm sales revenue is relatively low. Those farms, classi-

fied under the heading "small farms", are a broad group

whose numbers are on the rise. Their increase can be at-

tributed to the low return required by part-time farmers

for their labor, the high psychic value placed on farm

living, and special public service benefits available to

them as farmers (Tweeten, 1982).

To what extent is the CES accountable to this ap-

parently inefficient group of agriculture producers? Some

alarmists and activists see a conspiracy among large-scale

farmers, the agricultural land grant establishment, and
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large agribusinesses to drive small farm operators out of

farm employment to become unemployed, landless laborers.

Dale Lyon (1982), President of the Kansas Farmers' Union,

stated, "The U.S.D.A., and consequently the land grant

schools and the CES, are not really committed to the

farmer or to rural America. Rather, the commitment is to

an abundant supply of food at low prices for the American

consumer and as much export tonnage as possible for trade

consideration." Researchers, extension workers, and pol-

icymakers should be concerned about the inaccurate content

of many activist tracts involving small farms and rural

areas (Johnson, 1982).

Since the creation of the CES, its objectives have

consistently targeted our nation's rural population with a

development orientation. Today, evidence of this philosophy

can be found for one in the Expanded Food and Nutrition Ed-

ucation Program (EFNEP). Begun in 1969, it is a nutrition

education program disseminated by the CES and directed at

our nation's poor--in this case both urban and rural. In

1972, the Senate passed the Rural Development Act which

authorized expanded work in rural communities in non-

agricultural as well as agricultural fields. In 1977, the

Food and Agriculture Act was created. This act allocated

increased dollars and time to small farm extension programs

(Extension, 1983). Further, recent evidence of the commit-

ment to small farm/rural development was reflected by the
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creation of a federal ad hoc committee in 1979 to investi-

gate the needs of the small-scale farmer. The result of the

study provided important insight concerning the role small

farms will play in the 1980s (Connors, 1981).

The issues of farm size and the wide range of in-

stitutional arrangements relating to the scale of agricul-

tural production are pertinent research subjects for to-

day's rural sociologists. The renewal of interest during

the past decade along these lines raises broad questions

about alternative futures for agricultural organizations.

Kolb and de Brunner (1952), two pioneering rural sociolo-

gists, studied how relentless increases in the scale of

production agriculture affected rural communities. Though

their research went unfinished, it was substantially

colored by a concern that the major forces affecting agri-

culture did not confer benefits and costs on rural and

agricultural people in a socially or economically even

fashion (Flinn and Buttel, 1980).

Given the changes and pressures inherent in today's

agricultural world, it is appropriate to gauge the value of

the CES in meeting the needs of today's society. Most

studies have placed the internal rate of return in the U.S.

between 25 percent and 50 percent to investments in re-

search and extension. A minimum conclusion is that there

has been a positive, relatively high rate of return to

society's investment dealing with agricultural production
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and marketing (Brown, 1981). Studies suggest that exten-

sion education has been a good investment; but what are

the possibilities for maintaining this level of producti-

vity in light of the vanishing mid-size farm, extension's

traditional audience? Hildreth and Armbruster (1981)

stated, "Extension must either better prepare itself to

deal on a timely and informative basis with the large or

knowledgeable producers or recognize that theirs is a minor

role with that segment of agricultural producers and con-

centrate on the remaining segments of the producers," i.e.,

small farms.

T. W. Schultz and his associates have shown that

small, limited-resource farms typically use the resources

they have efficiently. This provides empirical justifi-

cation for concluding that they would also use additional

resources effectively (Johnson, 1982). Although intensive,

high cost, public research and extension delivery systems

are difficult to Justify for middle class, part-time

farmers, it must be recognized that many low income farmers

remain, and they need diversified public programs for agri-

culture production, work force development and in some

cases welfare.

In 1979, the Joint Council on Food and Agricultural

Sciences concluded that 85 percent of publicly supported

agricultural research was scale neutral, not slanted toward

large farms. Luther Tweeten (1983) supported this idea
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when he stated that research and extension had the highest

payoff to society by emphasizing scale-neutral practices

available to all. C H. Gladwin (1983) countered these

ideas by stating that technological change is almost never

neutral and provides advantages to those who seek or read-

ily adapt--adopters expand and non-adopters are left be-

hind. A report issued by the North Central Regional Center

for Rural Development (1979) lends credence to Ms. Glad-

win's belief: "Rapid adoption by aggressive farmers of

new technologies developed and disseminated by the land

grant system often permits them to overshadow those farms

with fewer resources."

Small farmers are not as motivated to seek informa-

tion or make changes in their farming operations as are

larger farmers. Given the scale of the operation, the re-

wards for making small changes are not as great, and large

changes involve considerable uncertainty which conflicts

with the farmer's aversion to risk (West, 1982). Ac-

cording to current farm management theory, the successful

U.S. farmer has specific and definable goals and objec-

tives. Less successful farmers do not have goals and are

more passive (Flora, 1982). They wait to see what will

happen to them. This is a more fatalistic approach, but

one which is more congruent to people who may not control

directly all the resources necessary to farm.
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Most research on the effects of farm size on rural

people is closely bound up with issues of mechanization or

technological change. Technology has been a major force of

change in agriculture during recent decades. The new tech-

nology was often more adapted to large land units and often

required major inputs of capital. Although researchers in-

volved with the development of these new technologies as-

sumed their work to be scale neutral, this was seldom the

case as markets and farm sizes consistently grew. Because

the emphasis was on a reduction in labor costs, research

became more commodity oriented and not system oriented;

agriculture became more oriented to a monoculture (Flora,

1982). Today, there is a growing concern with the devel-

opment of "appropriate technology" aimed at enhancing the

viability of small farms.

Small farms and their operators evidence unique,

characteristic personalities and needs. The land grant

university system, with education, research and extension,

is at a point in time where a reassessment of their objec-

tives as relates to agricultural commodity production is

warranted. Small farm operators, once major extension

clientele, have surfaced after decades of relative obscur-

ity as again a potentially viable audience. But on what

basis can public support be Justified to meet their needs?

Agriculture, as with any sector of the economy,

must be diverse if it is to be flexible and resilient in
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changing and uncertain conditions. It has been demon-

strated that the diversified family farm is better able

than the monocultural farm to withstand the inevitable dips

and rises in the price structure (Flora, 1982). Madden and

Tischbein (1979) suggested that increasing the options of

these small-scale farmers is clearly in the national as

well as the local community interest, because as ownership

and control over agriculture becomes increasingly concen-

trated in the hands of a few, the vulnerability to natural

disasters affecting food production is increased. Just as

small businesses are important generators of innovation,

jobs, income and flexibility, so can small farms help bring

these benefits of diversity to agriculture. A Wisconsin

study in 1971 found that more than 80 percent of randomly

selected residents viewed the "family farm as very impor-

tant to democracy" (Flinn and Buttel, 1980). Important

insight about the issue is reflected in this simple finding.

Small farms play a vital, traditional role in our society

and the land grant university system has historically recog-

nized this.

The educational needs of the small-scale farmer

were identified by the Ad Hoc Committee on Small Farms of

the Joint Council on Food and Agricultural Sciences as

an area of needed research (Connors, 1981). In one of

the most comprehensive reviews of small farm special assist-

ance programs to date, Orden, Buccola and Edwards (1980)
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analyzed 23 programs directed toward operators of small

farms in 14 Southern states. All of the proograms reviewed

eminated from land grant institutions and all programs em-

phasized improving production of existing enterprises. Re-

sponses of program leaders suggest that the most important

training topics listed in descending order of importance

were: agricultural production and management, farm record-

keeping, techniques for motivating farmers, and garden pro-

duction and management. Participants in the various pro-

grams improved their annual farm sales revenue by an average

of $1,169 during the period of their associations, usually

two to four years (Tweeten, 1982).

In another study designed to ascertain the needs of

small farm families, the Agricultural Research Service/

Northeastern Region surveyed 70 cooperative county agents in

their 12 state area (1981). The agents surveyed consis-

tently stated that the number of small farms was bound to

increase and estimated that there would be a substantial

shift away from forage/livestock enterprises and that the

number of horticultural operations would increase. The

agents also prioritized what they believed to be the per-

tinent educational needs of their clientele. In order of

importance it was found that marketing rated highest, fol-

lowed by management, economics and production; equipment

and energy needs rated lowest (Kerr, 1982).
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In addressing the educational needs of the small-

scale farmer, adequate data need to be collected at the

local, state and national levels. The majority of small

farm family research is conducted at the state level. Dif-

ficulties arise when these research findings are applied to

populations beyond the sample area. Differences in defini-

tions of small farms and type of farming operations through-

out the nation lend to this problem. For example, in a

study addressing the goals of the small-scale New Mexican

farmer it was found that quality of life ranked highest

followed by income, while in a similar Wisconsin study a

reverse of this was noted (Scholl, 1982). Until adequate

national surveys are conducted, the applicability from one

area to another can only be surmised and the vast majority

of small farm research will remain site specific.

In 1983, a special Joint Study Committee was ap-

pointed by the Secretary of Agriculture and the President

of the National Association of State Universities and Land-

Grant Colleges. The committee's charge was to "review and

restate the roles and responsibilities of each of the part-

ners in Cooperative Extension and to produce a document

that will serve as a guide for the future mission, scope,

priorities and policies of the Cooperative Extension Ser-

vice" (Extension in the 80's, 1983). The following ex-

cerpts from this document best substantiate the importance



of addressing the special needs of today's small farm

operators:

Agriculural programs have always been the ma-
jor thrust of the Cooperative Extension effort
and will remain the backbone of Extension.
But, in our family farm-based agricultural sys-
tem, it is appropriate to consider agricultural
production problems and solutions in the con-
text of their impact on various diverse areas,
among them: the family, the rural community,
consumers, and the national and international
economy.

Since its beginnings, Cooperative Extension
has conducted educational projects in rural
America in this field (Rural Development).
This work is increasingly important today
since the constituent economic units in small
communities--farms, processors, and small man-
ufacturing concerns--are increasingly inter-
related in terms of economics. Living envi-
ronments, the quality of life, public services,
and cultural and educational opportunities form
a single concern.

The well-being of American families is essential
to national strength since the values that under-
lie national stability are forged by families.
Pressures brought to bear on families as a re-
sult of social and economic change have made
them an object of much concern. Cooperative
Extension can strengthen families by providing
them research-based knowledge that can be ap-
plied to such areas as provision for food,
clothing, shelter, and emotional support.
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CHAPTER 3

PROCEDURE

The research involved in this study of the needs

and constraints faced by the small-scale farmer was con-

cerned primarily with five areas. These were the identi-

fication of: educational needs; non-educational con-

straints; background and experience of farmers; types of

agricultural enterprises in which participants engage in

and time devoted to these enterprises; and an overview con-

cerning family size, ages and aspirations.

This chapter is divided into four parts: (1) De-

sign; (2) Population and Sample; (3) Data and Instrumen-

tation; and (4) Analysis.

Design 

A descriptive survey was utilized for this study. A

copy of the survey instrument can be found in Appendix A.

The survey consisted of five parts. Part I con-

tained a list of 41 different agricultural education topics

or needs. Participants could choose between three levels

in considering each need and deciding upon their reaction.

Part II contained a list of 14 different non-educational,
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developmental constraints. Participants had six levels

from which to choose in considering each constraint and de-

ciding upon their reaction. Part III was comprised of four

questions which inquired about the background of the parti-

cipant relative to practical experience and formal educa-

tion. One question involved the identification of partici-

pants' past sources of educational information on farming.

Part IV comprised two questions dealing with the types of

agricultural enterprises in which participants engaged and

the extent of their involvement. Part V was considered to

be the last four questions on the form. These questions

inquired about property assets, family compositions, and the

family's future aspirations as they pertain to agriculture.

Population and Sample

The accessible population for this study included 41

families in the Winkelman-Dudleyville area of the San Pedro

River Valley, Pinal County, Arizona. Twenty-two of these

families were identified from Arizona Cooperative Extension

Service mailing lists by the Pinal County agents as poten-

tial small farm program clientele. The remainder of the

population (19) was self appointed. These 19, upon learn-

ing of the study, expressed interest and offered their

inclusion.
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Subjects were individually contacted at their homes.

Discussion during these meetings yielded insightful back-

ground knowledge. The survey instrument was left with each

family. Instructions for completion, assurance of anon-

ymity, and a plea for preciseness were relayed personally.

The questionnaire remained with the individual families for

one week. During that week a telephone call was made to

check on the progress of its completion. At the end of the

week, the questionnaire was picked up personally by this

researcher.

Data and Instrumentation 

The top of the survey instrument was devoted to an

identification of the study, the author, and his association

with the University of Arizona.

Part I listed various educational needs. These

needs consisted of major topics common to all aspects of

agriculture. They also included some topics felt to be of

present concern to the small-scale farmer which were iden-

tified by Pinal County extension agents.

Each of the 41 topics listed had three places to

mark the perceived level of importance for "educational

need" of the topic. The participant was able to express

if he/she thought the topic was important and would profit

from some instruction; or if he/she was unsure of its impor-

tance but was interested; or if he/she thought the topic was

inappropriate and was not interested. Space was left at the
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end of this part of the form for the participant to include

any comments or added ideas he or she wished to express.

Part II listed various non-educational, develop-

mental constraints. These constraints consisted of major

topics problematic to all aspects of agriculture. They

also included some topics felt to be of present concern to

the small-scale farmer which were identified by Pinal County

extension agents.

Each of the 14 topics listed had six places to mark

the perceived level of severity for the "developmental" con-

straint topic. The participant was able to express if he/

she thought the topic was no problem, a minor problem, or a

severe problem on a sliding scale of one through five. The

sixth place categorized the topic as not applicable. Space

was left at the end of this part for the participant to

include any comments or added ideas he or she wished to

express.

Part III consisted of four general questions on the

education and practical experience background of the parti-

cipant. It also included reference to the source of agri-

cultural assistance in education during their farming en-

deavors. The short yes/no answers and questions with avail-

able answers to be marked provided a non-demanding, non-

prying way for the information to be requested.

Part IV consisted of two questions. The first ques-

tion inquired about the percentage of time family members
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collectively spent in agricultural-related activities. The

participants were directed to mark one of the six levels of

time allotments listed. The second question inquired about

the various agricultural-related activities the family en-

gaged in. The participants were directed to list as many

activities as applicable.

Part V consisted of four diverse questions. The

first two questions, with a choice of pre-described answers,

inquired about the size of the family's land holdings and

the status of ownership. The third question asked for a

listing of family members and their ages. The fourth ques-

tion asked for a brief statement of the family's future

goals as pertained to agricultural/self-sufficient related

activities.

The questionnaire was printed on white paper with

questions spaced for easy comprehension and marking. It

comprised five pages.

Following the initial design of the survey instru-

ment, it was reviewed by Rick Gibson, John Harper, Darcy

Dixon and Woody Winans, all Pinal County Extension agents;

by Dr. C.O. Jacobs and Dr. Phillip Zurbrick, Department of

Agricultural Education, The University of Arizona; and by

Dr. Don Gilmachre and William Farney, residents of the sur-

vey area. Several modifications were then made to increase

readability and understanding.
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Analysis of Data 

Responses to the questionnaire were recorded and

summarized. Answers to Part I were tabulated and mean score

responses for each question calculated. A score of one

signified utmost importance. A score of three signified

least or no importance. A ranking in importance of each

question was compiled.

Answers from Part II were also tabulated and mean

score responses calculated. A score of one signified the

topic was not a problem. A score of five signified it was a

severe problem. Responses at the sixth level, "not applic-

able", were discounted. A ranking in severity of each ques-

tion was compiled.

Answers from Part III, IV and V were tabulated and

percentages of responses for each category in each question

calculated. This allowed for easy reference and visual in-

terpretation of the data.



CHAPTER 4

FINDINGS

This chapter is devoted to the presentation and in-

terpretation of data collected as a result of this study.

Findings will be presented in the same order as the objec-

tives were stated in Chapter One.

The accessible population for this study was com-

prised of two groups--22 families identified from Coopera-

tive Extension Service mailing lists and 19 families from

the survey area who volunteered their inclusion. There

were no sampling techniques used in the selection of par-

ticipants from either group. All of those identified re-

sponded. In both groups, the head of the household was

directed to complete the survey instrument.

The purpose of this study, as outlined in the Prob-

lem Statement, Chapter One, was to assess what the small-

scale farmers perceived as their needs and constraints and

to supply supporting information about their situation. The

sole reason there were two groups was to gain access to a

large enough population of small-scale farmers for research

purposes. It was never the intent of this study to contrast

the two groups. Nevertheless, it was found that the two
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groups evidenced similar profiles. In question three of the

survey instrument, the inquiry concerning formal educational

levels, it was found that both groups selected "high school"

with the most frequency followed by "some college". In

question nine, the inquiry concerning amount of land for

production purposes, "one to 2.5 acres" was selected by both

groups most frequently, followed by "less than one acre".

Question ten showed that the vast majority of both groups

owned their land. In question eleven, the question concern-

ing family size and composition, it was found that the av-

erage family size for both groups was between 3.8 and 4.4,

that the average adult age was between 41.4 and 45.0, and

that the average child's age was between 9.7 and 11.2. In

line with the purpose of this study, and in view of the in-

formation presented evidencing similar profiles among both

groups, the data for both groups will be combined and re-

ported as one population in the findings that follow.

Agricultural Skills--Educational Needs

A list of 41 educational needs was synthesized based

upon the basic educational needs of a small-scale farmer in

the areas of skills and knowledge associated with agricul-

ture and self-sufficient living. These were grouped into

six categories.

The first category of needs pertained to topics as-

sociated with the economics of farming, i.e., record keep-

ing, computer usage, financing, etc. The next category of
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topics concerned needs dealing with mechanical issues, i.e.,

home repair, farm equipment, alternative energy sources,

etc. Category III concerned cultural topics and included

soil fertility, irrigation, pest control, etc. Category IV

concerned crop topics and included seed varieties, vegetable

production, fruit production, etc. The fifth category of

needs pertained to topics associated with livestock, i.e.,

beef production, goat/sheep, honeybee production, etc. The

last category of educational need topics had to do with
•

home-oriented activities. These comprised such subjects as

food preservation, child development, nutrition, etc.

The 41 educational topics were considered by the re-

spondents in three basic categories--those they considered

important, those in which they were unsure of the impor-

tance, and those they considered inappropriate to their

needs. A numerical scale was attached to each level of con-

sideration. Table 1 addresses the initial concern of this

study: identifying and ranking the educational needs of

participants. Only topics which commanded a score of 2

(unsure of importance, but interested) and below (most

important) are ranked in Table 1 and mean score responses

listed.

As indicated by the data in Table 1, the partici-

pants in this study felt their greatest needs in small-
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TABLE 1. Ranking in Importance of Educational Need Topics
with Associated Mean Score Responses of 2.0 and
Less. N=41

Educational Need Topic
Rank
Order

Mean
Score

Std.
Dey.

Maintaining or improving
soil fertility

1 1.24 .48

Food preservation 1 1.24 .50

Vegetable production 2 1.32 .54

Weed control 3 1.34 .61

Fruit production 4 1.41 .67

Disease control 5 1.44 .63

Selecting seed varieties 6 1.51 .67
•
Methods of building
construction-home repairs

7 1.54 .65

Irrigation efficiency 7 1.54 .71

Self-help health/preventive
medicine

7 1.54 .74

Alternative energy sources 8 1.56 .67

Berry crop production 8 1.56 .74

Using energy efficiently 9 1.63 .79

Nut crop peoduction 10 1.68 .76

Nutrition ' 11 1.78 .78

Methods of marketing farm/
home products

12 1.80 .82

Insect and pest control 12 1.80 .93

Alternative types of
livestock production

13 1.88 .78

Methods of record keeping 14 1.90 .83

Farm/home budgeting 15 1.93 .76
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TABLE 1 (continued)

Honeybee production/management 15 1.93 .83

Maintaining farm equipment
and tools

16 1.95 .87

Goat/sheep production/
management

17 2.00 .83

scale farming were vegetable and fruit production, food

preservation, soil, weed and disease topics. The primary

importance of horticultural topics (as indicated throughout

Table 1) to the small-scale farmer is supported by H. W.

Kerr in the Agricultural Research Service (ARS) survey cited

in Chapter Two of this study. The lack of data in Table I

concerning livestock production activities further supports

the ARS survey which suggests there will be a shift away

from livestock enterprises by small-scale farmers. Methods

of marketing farm/home products and methods of record keep-

ing and budgeting, as indicated by the data, were also con-

sidered important topics. These facts, too, are substanti-

ated by the ARS survey findings and by the Orden, Buccola

and Edwards' study, also cited in Chapter Two of this report.

Selected topics were written in by participants but

were not indicated by a large percentage of the population

surveyed. Information on cooperative forms of marketing, tax

information applicable to small-scale farmers, information

on edible wild plants and information on equine production

were felt to be important educational need topics by some.
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Developmental Constraints to 
Agricultural Enterprises 

A list of 14 non-educational constraints was synthe-

sized based on common problems faced by the small-scale

farmer in the area of development of agriculture and self-

sufficient living enterprises. These topics concerned pro-

blem areas aggrevated by capital, labor, supply constraints

and lack of support services.

The 14 non-educational, developmental constraint

topics were considered by the respondents on five basic

levels, ranging from those considered not a problem to those

considered a severe problem. Also included was a sixth cat-

egory termed "not applicable"; these responses were dis-

counted. A numerical scale was attached to each level of

consideration.

Table 2 addresses the second concern of this study:

identifying and ranking the non-educational developmental

constraints faced by participants. Topics are ranked in

Table 2 and mean score responses listed. A score of five

denotes a severe problem and a score of one denotes the

topic was not considered a problem.

As indicated in Table 2, the participants in this

study felt their greatest problems were caused by severe

soil conditions, by lack of capital and associated problems

and by lack of markets for their products. Severe soil
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TABLE 2.	 Ranking in Severity of Non-educational Develop-
mental Constraints with Associated Mean Score Re-
sponses.	 N=41

Problem
Rank
Order

Mean
Order

Std.
Dey.

No.	 of
Respon.

Severe soil conditions 1 3.34 1.46 38

Limited investment capital 2 3.32 1.18 37

Availability of financial
resources

3 3.18 1.30 38

Limited access to required
tools or machinery

4 2.89 1.50 36

Limited ways to market
products

5 2.88 1.47 34

Limited land resources 6 2.75 1.47 40

Limited "free" time to pur-
sue on-farm enterprises

7 2.61 1.35 38

Unaffordable expense of water 7 2.61 1.72 38

Limited access to technical
information

8 2.59 1.44 39

Limited amounts of available
water

9 2.44 1.27 39

Limited access to educational
or training skills resources

10 2.35 1.45 40

Limited availability of labor 11 2.20 1.15 35

Limited availability of sug-
gested crop varieties

12 2.15 1.26 34

Limited availability of sug-
gested livestock breeds

13 2.11 1.16 27
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conditions and water constraints are problems inherent to

anyone who farms in southern Arizona. Lack of capital and

lack of markets are problems faced by all small-scale agri-

cultural producers. As described throughout Chapter Two of

this report, the small-scale farmer is generally considered

to control few resources. Capital is the largest, single,

limiting factor. Availability of markets is also a funda-

mental constraint and, as found by Orden, Buccola and

Edwards and by H. W. Kerr in the ARS survey, both cited in

Chapter Two of this report, finding equitable markets for

small-scale agricultural producers is a primary concern.

Selected topics were written in by participants but

were not indicated by a large percentage of the population

surveyed. Problems caused by lack of local government (spe-

cifically law enforcement), by high water mineral content,

and by lack of support information (specifically by the

Farmers Home Administration and the Soil Conservation Ser-

vice) were felt to be severe constraints by some.

Formal Education Levels

The third concern of this study was to identify the

formal educational levels of the participants. These data

were derived from question three where respondents were

asked to indicate which level of education they completed at

school. The question included common levels of education

in the present-day educational system. Data presented in
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Table 3 show the level of formal education of participants

in the study.

TABLE 3.	 Responses to the Question:	 What
Education?	 N=41

Is Your Formal

Level of Education
No.	 of

Responses
% of

Total

No formal education 0 0

Grade school 5 12

High school 14 34

Some college 12 29

Vocational program 2 5

College graduate 8 20

TOTAL 41 100%

It can be noted that over half of the participants

have been exposed at some time to a postsecondary educa-

tional system, either indicated as "some college", "voca-

tional program", or as a completed college degree. One

participant possessed a Ph.D., four possessed Bachelor's

degrees and three possessed Associate's degrees.

While many of the participants possessed college

experience, the remainder of the respondents indicated they

had grade school or high school education. The percent of

the total participants in the study with only a grade
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school education was 12 percent with 34 percent of the total

denoting a high school education.

Background and Experience 
Related to Agriculture 

The fourth concern of this study was to identify the

background and experiences of participants as related to

agriculture. These data were derived from questions four,

five and six. Question four asked if the respondent's for-

mal education at the high school, college or vocational

levels included any agricultural or home economics type of

instruction. Question five asked if the respondents had any

other educational or occupational experience in agriculture

or home economics. Question six was designed to discern the

origin of these extracurricular experiences if the respon-

dent answered affirmatively in question five. The data de-

rived from questions four and five are presented in Table 4.

The data in Table 5 indicate the source of agricultural/home

economic experiences as supplied by those applicable

respondents.

Thirty-two percent of the participants in this study

had been involved in a formal educational program related to

agriculture or home economics. The remainder of the respon-

dents, as shown in Table 4, stated that their formal educa-

tion had no association with agricultural or home economic

instruction.
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TABLE 4. Participants' Formal Education and Experience
Related to Agriculture or Home Economics. N=41

Yes	No 
No. of	 % of	 No. of	 % of
Resp.	 ResP.	 Resp.	 Resp.

13 22 28 68

23 56 18 44

41 100% 41 100%

Agricultural or home
economic instruction
in high school, col-
lege or vocational
school

Other education or
occupational experi-
ence in agriculture
or home economics

TOTAL

TABLE 5. Response to Question:	 What Was the Nature of
Your Experience (in agriculture or home eco-
nomics)?	 N=23

Experience Sources
No.	 of

Responses
% of

Response (N)

Raised on farm 21 91

Contact with neighbors 16 70

Employment in agriculture 10 43

Journal articles on topic 9 39

Contact w/county agent 9 39

Workshops or field days 5 22

Commercial agricultural
sales respresentatives

2 4
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Fifty-six percent of the participants in this study

stated that they had some form of educational or occupa-

tional experience in agriculture or home economics. The re-

mainder of the respondents answered that they did not have

any experience in agriculture or home economics.

As displayed in Table 5, of the 23 respondents who

said they had some form of educational or occupation experi-

ence in agriculture or home economics, 91 percent stated

that they were raised on a farm. Seventy percent stated

that contact with their neighbors was a source of experience

and 43 percent stated their experience was derived from em-

ployment in agriculture.

Only four percent indicated that contact with com-

mercial sales respresentatives was a source of experience.

This is in contrast to what was suggested in Chapter Two of

this report--that commercial entities are a popular source

of information for larger farms. It is also interesting to

note that only 39 percent of the participants who stated

they had some form of extracurricular experience listed con-

tact with a county agent as their means, and only 22 per-

cent stated workshops or field days provided them with

experience.

Types of Agricultural Enterprises and
Extent of Time Involved

The fifth objective of this study was to identify

what types of agricultural enterprises participants engaged
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in and how much time they devoted to these enterprises.

These data were derived from questions seven and eight of

the survey instrument.

Question seven asked what percentage of time, on a

daily basis, collectively spent by all family members, in-

volved agricultural and self-sufficient living related ac-

tivities. The participants had six levels to choose from.

Data presented in Table 6 show the extent of time respon-

dents judged their involvement.

TABLE 6. Time Involved in Agricultural and Self-sufficient
Living Related Activities (per family unit). N=41

No. of	 % of
Level of Involvement	 Responses Total

Less than 5%, less than 1 hour per day	 10	 24
(approx.)

5-10%, 1-2.5 hours per day (approx.)	 9	 22

10-20%, 2.5-5 hours per day (approx.)	 9	 22

20-40%, 5-9.5 hours per day (approx.)	 8	 20

40-60%, 9.5-14.5 hours per day (approx.)	 2	 5

More than 60%, more than 14.5 hours	 3	 7
per day (approx.)

TOTAL	 41	 100%

The percentage of time participants in this study

indicated they spent in agricultural and self-sufficient

related activities is diverse. Nearly equal numbers of

respondents, ten, nine, nine and eight, chose varying levels
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of involvement--less than five percent, 5-10 percent, 10-20

percent, and 20-40 percent, respectively. It is interesting

to note that 68 percent of the respondents are involved in

their activities less than five hours per day. This fact

lends credence to the statement that most small-scale

farmers are involved only part-time--a statement supported

by Chapter Two of this report.

Question eight asked participants to list the vari-

ous activities, related to agriculture and self-sufficient

living, which their families engaged in. These data are

presented in Table 7.

As indicated in Table 7, the most frequent type of

agricultural or self-sufficient living enterprise which par-

ticipants in this study engaged in was poultry production

(61%). All other types of livestock production enterprises

met with less response, though it is interesting to note

the wide variety of these type activities listed. Vegetable

and fruit/nut production followed in frequency indicated by

59 percent and 56 percent of the respondents, respectively.

Food preservation was noted and met with a 24 percent re-

sponse rate. Clothing construction and energy conservation

were also activities mentioned, receiving 15 percent and ten

percent response rates, respectively.
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TABLE 7.	 Activities Related to Agriculture and Self-
sufficient Living.	 N=41

Activities
No.	 of

Responses
% of

Response	 (N)

Poultry Production 25 61

Vegetable Production 24 59

Fruit and Nut Production 23 56

Cattle Production 12 29

Food Preservation 10 24

Goat Production 9 22

Honeybee Production 6 15

Clothing Construction 6 15

Equine Production 6 15

Rabbit Production 6 15

Energy Conservation 4 10

Sheep Production 4 10

Swine Production 3 7

Duck/Other Fowl 2 5
Production

Demographic/Ethnographic Factors: 
Age, Family Size, Assets,

Aspirations 

The sixth and final objective of this study was to

supply supportive data concerning the general profiles of

participant families. Questions nine through twelve of the

survey instrument addressed this concern.
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Question eleven asked respondents to list the num-

ber of adult and child family members and to state the ages

of each. Data presented in Table 8 show the mean and mode

family size, adult age and children's ages.

TABLE 8. Family Size and Ages. N=41

Mean Mode

Family Size 4.0 4.0

Adult Age 43.2 40.0

Children's Ages 10.5 11.0

Consistently, respondents listed their family size

as four. The extremes in this category were two people per

family and seven people per family. Adult ages ranged from

20 to 78 with a mean population age of 43.2. The most fre-

quently listed adult age was 40. Children's ages were wide

ranging with an average age calculated as 10.5 and the most

frequently listed age as 11.

Question nine asked respondents to state the amount

of land their family had use of for production purposes.

The participants had seven levels to choose from. Data

presented in Table 9 show the extent of the participants'

land assets.

AB indicated in Table 9, the most common size of

landholding was one to 2.5 acres (37%). Less than one acre
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TABLE 9.	 Participants' Land Assets.	 N=41

No.	 of
Amount	 Responses

% of
Total

Less than 1 acre 11 27

1 to 2.5 acres 15 37

2.5 to 5 acres 7 17

5 to 10 acres 4 10

10 to 20 acres 1 2

20 to 40 acres 0 0

More than 40 acres 3 7

TOTAL 41 100%

met with the next highest response rate of 27 percent and

2.5 to five acres received a 17 percent rate of response.

It is interesting to note that 81 percent of the partici-

pants in this study commanded less than five acres of land

for production purposes, a figure in keeping with the com-

mon conception of a small-scale, self-sufficient oriented,

family agricultural operation. Only 19 percent of the re-

spondents commanded greater than five acres of land and

seven percent had land assets greater than 40 acres.

Question ten asked respondents about their land

tenure situation. The participants had four categories to

choose from: land is owned; land is lived on informally;

land is leased; land is both leased and owned. Ninety-

three percent of the 41 respondents (38) stated that they
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owned their land. The other categories received one re-

sponse each. This indicates that the respondents' families

are well entrenched in their community and are free to de-

velop agricultural enterprises without the threat of land

tenure complications.

Question twelve asked respondents to briefly state

what they considered to be the goals of their families

pertaining to agricultural or self-sufficient living acti-

vities. The most frequently stated aspiration (N=35) was

becoming self-sufficient in family food needs. Over half

(25) of the participants responded in this manner. Of these

25, 14 wished to become completely self sufficient in food

needs and 11 merely wished to supplement their food needs,

i.e., save on the expense of food. "Growing one's own food

to insure that it is unadulterated" was a response listed

by ten of the respondents. Farming as a source of recrea-

tion, as enjoyment of a lifestyle, was listed 14 times.

Achieving a money-making, profit-oriented enterprise was

only listed by two participants.

Of the 35 comments listed by participants in this

study, three of these stand out and are worthy of repeating:

I wish to have for my family a steady supply of
healthy, unadulterated food and to be able to save
on my food bills by the addition to my kitchen
table of food which I produce.
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I want to demonstrate to my neighbors that I can
develop an economic unit, whereby a single family
can be 75 percent self sufficient in their food
needs, market a little excess, make extra money and
stay healthy and happy doing it.

We want to develop our land so that when we retire
we can be self sufficient in our food needs and so
that we can cultivate a love for the land in our
children so that one day they will want to take over
our homestead.

Summary of Findings

The summary of the findings from this study is re-

ported in terms of the objectives of the study and is or-

ganized under the same major headings as the presentation

and interpretation of the data.

Agricultural Skills--Educational Needs

Objective one was concerned with identifying which

of the 41 educational need topics reflected the farmers'

perceived educational needs, i.e., which were viewed as

being most important to improving the efficiency of their

agricultural and self-sufficient living practices.

"Maintaining or improving soil fertility" and "food

preservation (drying, canning, freezing)" were the two

topics deemed most important by participants. The mean re-

sponse for these two topics was 1.24, on a scale of one

through three--one being most important and three being

least important. Following this, the next most important

perceived needs were: "vegetable production" with a mean

score of 1.32, "weed control" with a mean score of 1.34,

"fruit production" with a mean score of 1.41, "disease
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control" with a mean score of 1.44, and "selecting seed

varieties" with a mean score of 1.51.

After this distinct group of horticultural topics,

"methods of building construction--home repairs", "irri-

gation efficiency", "self-help health/preventive medicine",

"alternative energy sources (solar, etc.)", and "berry crop

production" followed with mean response scores ranging from

1.54 to 1.56. Diversity in the subject matter of the educa-

tional need topics continued as mean scores increased from

1.68 to 1.90. "Nut crop production", "nutrition", "methods

of marketing farm/home products", "insect and pest control",

"alternative types of livestock production (rabbits, fish,

fowl)", and "methods of record keeping" were perceived by

participants as falling in this less important range.

Only topics which received mean scores of 2.0 or

less were considered in this analysis--that is 23 of the or-

iginal 41. (The complete list of these topics can be found

in Appendix A, question one). Four other topics, besides

those mentioned previously, apply. The educational need

topics which were deemed least, yet still important by the

farmers, received mean scores ranging from 1.93 to 2.00.

These topics were: "farm/home budgeting", "honeybee pro-

duction/management", "maintaining farm equipment and tools",

and "goats/sheep production/management".

The trend in subject matter of the 23 educational

need topics deemed important to the farmers reflects a
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concentration of food crop production interests. Production

topics appear with the most frequency followed by mechanic,

economic and home-oriented subjects. Livestock topics are

evidenced, but in holding with the overall trend, these

topics are those typically suited to small-scale, self-

sufficiency oriented, agricultural enterprises, i.e., bees,

goats/sheep and similar alternatives.

Developmental Constraints to Agricultural Enterprises

Objective two was concerned with identifying which

of the 14 non-educational constraint topics reflected the

farmers' perceived non-educational constraints, i.e., which

were viewed as being most problematic to further develop-

ment of their agricultural and self-sufficient living

enterprises.

"Severe soil conditions" was the topic deemed most

problematic by participants. The mean response for this

topic was 3.34, on a scale of one through five--one re-

flecting no problem and five reflecting a severe problem.

Following this, the next most problematic perceived con-

straints were: "limited investment capital" with a mean

score of 3.32, "availability of financial resources" with a

mean score of 3.18, "limited access to required tools or ma-

chinery" with a mean score of 2.89, and "limited ways to

market products" with a mean score of 2.88.

After this group of topics, which reflect the

farmers' most problematic constraints, "limited land
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resources", "unaffordable expense of water", "limited free

time to pursue on-farm enterprises", and "limited access

to technical information" followed with mean response scores

ranging from 2.75 to 2.59. Five topics received mean scores

of less than 2.5 and can be considered, at worst, to be mi-

nor problems faced by the farmers. These topics were "li-

mited amounts of water", "limited access to educational or

skills training sources", "limited availability of labor",

"limited availability of suggested crop varieties", and li-

mited availability of suggested livestock breeds".

Formal Education and Background/Experience
Related to Agriculture

The third and fourth objectives of this study were

concerned with identifying the formal educational levels

and background experience of the participants as related to

agriculture and self-sufficient living. It was found that

54 percent of the participating small-scale farmers had been

exposed at some time to postsecondary education, either at

the college or vocational level. Seventeen percent of the

farmers in the study had either an Associate's or Bachelor's

degree, while two percent had graduate level degrees.

Forty-six percent of the participants achieved a high school

education or less.

Thirty-two percent of the participants in this study

had been involved in some agricultural or home economics-

related course of study in their formal education.
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Concerning non-formal education or occupational experience,

56 percent of the participants stated that they had

experience.

Ninety-one percent of the participants claimed that

past experience came primarily from being raised on a farm.

Seventy percent of the total participants with experience

indicated that contact with their neighbors was a source of

knowledge. Forty-three percent stated that employment in

agriculture was their source, and 39 percent indicated that

both contact with a county agent and journal articles pro-

vided experience.

Types of Agricultural Enterprises and Extent
of Time Involved

The fifth objective of this study was concerned with

identifying what types of agricultural and self-sufficient

living enterprises participant families engaged in and how

much time they devoted to these activities. It was found

that 61 percent of the participating small-scale farmers

raised poultry, that 59 percent raised vegetables, and that

56 percent grew fruit and/or nuts. These three enterprises

were listed with the most frequency.

Following these more common activities, the enter-

prises listed, though not with such frequency, were: "cat-

tle production" by 29 percent of the participants, "food

preservation" by 24 percent, and "goat production" by 22

percent of the farmers. Fifteen percent of the total
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participants stated that their families were involved with

raising rabbits and/or horses and/or bees, and that sewing

was an activity. Energy conserving measures and swine,

sheep and duck/fowl production were also listed by partici-

pants but not as frequently. Between ten percent and five

percent listed these activities.

Forty-six percent of the participants in this study

stated that the time spent, collectively by all family mem-

bers, in agricultural or self-sufficient living related

activities was less than 2.5 hours per day. Sixty-eight

percent were involved less than five hours per day and 88

percent less than 9.5 hours per day. Only 12 percent of the

participant families worked their enterprises more than 9.5

hours per day. Approximately equal numbers of families (20-

24%) stated that their involvement was either less than one

hour per day, or between one and 2.5, 2.5 and five, or be-

tween five and 9.5 hours per day.

Demographic/Ethnographic Factors:
Age, Family Size, Assets, and Aspirations

The sixth and final objective of this study was to

discern the participants' family sizes and their members'

ages, the amount of land they had access to for production

purposes, the tenure status of this land, and the family

aspirations as pertained to agricultural and self-sufficient

living activities.
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It was found that the average family size and that

which appeared with the most frequency was four. The ave-

rage adult age was 43.2--that which was stated most fre-

quently was 40. The average child's age was 10.5, and 11

was the most frequent age listed.

Eighty-one percent of the participating small-scale

farmers stated that they had access to less than five acres

of land. Only 19 percent commanded greater than five acres

only seven percent more than 40. The most frequently

listed size of landholding was one to 2.5 acres, this sta-

ted by 37 percent of the participants. Twenty-seven per-

cent worked less than one acre of land and 17 percent be-

tween 2.5 and five acres. Ninety-three percent of the

families owned their land.

Seventy-one percent of the participants in this

study who did state their families' aspirations as pertained

to agricultural and self-sufficient living activities (N=35)

stated that, in fact, becoming self-sufficient as per family

food requirements was their primary goal. Of this 71 per-

cent, slightly more than half wished to become completely

self sufficient; the remainder stated their goals were to

merely supplement their families' needs. Forty percent of

the participants listed farming as a source of recreation

and stated their aspirations as maintaining this enjoyable

lifestyle. Twenty-nine percent listed their objective as

being a secure supply of unadulterated, healthy food. Only
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objective.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter presents conclusions and recommenda-

tions based upon the results of this study.

The primary purpose of this study was to determine

the perceived educational needs and non-educational con-

straints in agriculture and self-sufficient living of the

small-scale farmer in the San Pedro River Valley, Pinal

County, Arizona. This study also compared the background

of the small-scale farmers to their perceived needs and

constraints. Supportive data discerned the type and ex-

tent of agricultural/self-sufficient living enterprises

participants in this study engaged in, the family make-up,

their property assets and their aspirations as concerned

the family enterprises.

The following objectives were established to provide

the essential information for the study:

1. What agricultural knowledge and skills do the people

perceive as important to improving the efficiency of

their agricultural practices and how do these per-

ceived needs rank in importance?

59
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2. What non-educational constraints do the people view

as adversely affecting further development of their

agricultural enterprises and how do these con-

straints rank in severity?

3. What levels of formal education do the small-scale

farmers in this area possess?

4. What background and experience, related to agricul-

ture, do these small-scale farmers possess and what

was the source of such experience?

5. In what types of agricultural enterprises do these

farmers engage and how much time do they devote to

these enterprises?

6. What are the demographic/ethnographic factors per-

taining to age, family size, assets and aspirations?

Conclusions 

Based upon the findings as presented and inter-

preted, the following conclusions were drawn:

1. Small-scale farmers in the San Pedro River Valley

of Pinal County feel their most important educa-

tional needs as relating to their agricultural or

self-sufficient living activities are horticul-

turally oriented,'i.e., soil fertility, vegetable

and fruit production, weed and disease control.

Home-oriented, self-sufficiency skills are also
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considered important needs, i.e., food preservation,

methods of building construction-home repairs. self-

help/preventive medicine. Livestock interests are

not evidenced.

2. Small-scale farmers in the San Pedro River Valley of

Pinal County feel their most severe problem as re-

lating to their agricultural or self-sufficient

living activities is caused by soil conditions.

Limited financial resources, limited market avenues

and little access to tools or machinery are also

frequent constraints. The availability of water and

its cost and the availability of labor are not felt

to be problems.

3. A dichotomy is evidenced between the farmers' per-

ceptions of educational needs and developmental con-

straints as relates to economic-oriented topics.

Methods of marketing, record keeping and budgeting

are considered to be only mildly important needs,

yet finances and marketing are considered to be

fairly severe constraints. Thus, economic issues

warrant educational emphasis even though the topics

may be met by the farmers with skepticism.

4. Only slightly more than half of the small-scale

farmers surveyed in this study had postsecondary

formal education. Only slightly more than half have

had non-formal, agricultural-related experience.
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Informal sources supplied the bulk of this experi-

ence, i.e., raised on a farm, contact with neigh-

bors, employment experience. It should therefore

be recognized that there is variation within this

population as pertains to educational nuances, that

varying levels of experience and ability do exist,

and that any program designed to meet the needs of

these farmers will have to be wide ranging.

5. The most frequent types of agricultural or self-

sufficient living activities the participants in

this study practice are vegetable, fruit/nut, and

poultry production. Food preservation and clothing

construction are also practiced by a number of the

families. A wide array of livestock enterprises

are evidenced. The majority of the small-scale

farmers are involved in these activities less than

five hours per day. In view of this information,

it should be recognized that there is presently a

certain amount of inherent agricultural/self-

sufficient living expertise to be found locally.

This denotes the probable presence of a sizable

early-adopter group which could be used for legiti-

mizing purposes in establishing the credibility of

any developmental program which might be proposed.

It should also be recognized that the majority of

these farmers are involved with their enterprises
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only on a part-time basis, that the time they spend

with their enterprises is no doubt hindered by the

pursuit of some other form of employment and that

their involvement in a developmental program may be

limited due to this factor. Limited "free" time was

an expressed constraint of participants.

6. The respondents to the survey instrument in this

study were generally answering for a family of four

with adult ages in the early forties and children's

ages about 11. This denotes a fairly stable family

profile and a family whose financial stability is

crucial to the well-being of all members. Supple-

ments to the family's needs which are derived from

their agricultural/self-sufficient living enter-

prises prove to be important assets. Any program

designed to improve these enterprises will benefit

the family.

7. The majority of participants in this study have ac-

cess to less than 2.5 acres of land and, though this

land is owned outright, the size of the acreages can

be considered a limiting resource in any develop-

mental project. Limited land resources was an ex-

pressed constraint of participants.

8. The aspirations of the small-scale farmers in this

study can be summed up as the desire to become more

self sufficient in producing their families' food
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requirements and maintaining a healthy lifestyle,

while doing just that. In view of this virtual

universally-stated wish, any developmental project

addressing the needs of these families can expect to

generate a high level of individual motivation and

incentive.

Recommendations 

The following recommendations concerning the needs

and problems as related to the agricultural and self-

sufficient living concerns of the small-scale farmers in

the San Pedro River Valley region of Pinal County, Arizona

are based on the results of research from this study:

1. A concerted effort should be made to meet the edu-

cational needs of the small-scale farmer through

agencies such as the Cooperative Extension Service

in Pinal County. Since a number of the small-scale

farmers already have experience in agricultural or

self-sufficient living activities, the task of fur-

ther developing this facet of the community will be

met with a partially intact infrastructure which

could aid information dissemination and acceptance.

2. Many of the participants expressed that past educa-

tion and experience did not come from extension

methods. They need to become familiar with
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extension techniques of education. Many of the par-

ticipants expressed little knowledge or experience

as relating to agriculture. Although many grew up

on family farms or have been employed in agricul-

tural related fields, the remainder have not. These

people need to have information presented to them

with "hands-on" experiences and practical demon-

strations. Because there are members of the commun-

ity who presently have successful agricultural/self-

sufficient living enterprises, and because "contact

with neighbors" was frequently listed as an accepted

source of experience, cooperating farmers might be

found who would consent to utilize their properties

for demonstration purposes. This would prove a most

effective means of information transfer.

3. Although only found in moderate amounts, this small

scale farming community does have the necessary re-

sources available, i.e., land, time and desire, to

prove a developmental program successful. The fi-

nancial limitations which many of the families ex-

pressly face, juxtaposed to the prospects of pro-

ducing food and generating capital, will prove a

good incentive for program participation. Market

avenues for surplus production, an expressed need,

should be investigated and cooperative forms of mar-

keting agreements developed within the community.
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Limited access to required tools and machinery,

another expressed concern, will have to be ad-

dressed. Perhaps an inventory of what is avail-

able within the community or improved credit sources

to promote better access would prove beneficial.

4. Any developmental project will have to take into ac-

count the part-time nature of the community's farm-

ing enterprises and adapt the project's information

delivery system to coincide with the farmers' com-

peting "off-farm" employment and "on-farm" time

schedules. "Limited free time" was an expressed

concern of participants.

5. The majority of the small-scale farmers expressed

interest in horticulturally-related topics. The

author recommends the first step in meeting the

needs of these farmers is the collection and organi-

zation of information on small-scale horticultural

operations for county use--specifically in the realm

of soil fertility; pest control; irrigation effi-

ciency; fruit, vegetable, nut and berry crop

production.

6. Many of the small-scale farmers expressed interest

in food preservation techniques, methods of home re-

pairs, self-help medicine and alternative energy

sources. The author recommends that in view of

these subjects and the apparent interest in "do-it-
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yourself" skills, and in conserving what little fi-

nancial resources the families have, that informa-

tion be compiled relevant to these concerns for

county use.

7. Severe soil condition was viewed by participants

as the most problematic constraint they faced in

agriculture. This topic warrants special concern

by agents and specialists who may be involved in

developmental projects in this region.

8. The content taught in any developmental/educational

program designed to meet the needs of this small-

scale farming community is very important. Since

this material is for small-scale farmers, the in-

formation should be geared for them specifically.

Appropriate technologies, appropriate marketing

techniques and size-specific production skills hold

special meaning to those who farm on a limited

scale.
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE
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Interview instrument utilized in a survey of "mini-farms"
(1/4 acre to 40 acres) in the extreme portion of Pinal
County, Arizona, spring 1985. Primary respondent: house-
hold head.
Interviewer: Ben Tyson, graduate student, Department of
Agricultural Education, The University of Arizona, Tucson,
Arizona 85721.

1. Listed below are various educational need topics associ-
ated with agriculture and self-sufficient living. Use
the following scale when responding to all topics:

1. Topic is important and I believe I would profit from
some instruction along these lines.

2. Not sure how useful topic would be, but would be in-
terested in learning more.

3. Topic does not seem appropriate to my needs and
would not be interested in receiving instruction.

Educational Need Topics	 Scale (Circle One)

I. ECONOMICS 
ways to finance farm needs
methods of record keeping
methods for marketing farm/home products
investments
wills and probate
insurances
farm/home budgeting
computer usage
farm/cottage industry management

U. MECHANICS 
methods of building construction-home

repairs
maintaining farm equipment and tools
using energy efficiently
alternative energy sources (solar, etc.)
appropriate mechanization (alternatives)

III. CULTURAL 
maintaining or improving soil

fertility
irrigation efficiency
weed control
insect and pest control
disease control

1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3



IV. CROPS 
selecting seed varieties
alternative (exotic) crops or

enterprises
vegetable production
ornamental plant production
forage-fiber crop production
fruit production
nut crop production
berry crop production

V. LIVESTOCK 
beef production/management
swine production/management
dairy production/management
goat/sheep production management
alternative types of livestock

production (rabbits, fish, fowl)
honeybee production/management

VI. HOME 
food preservation (drying, canning

freezing)
child development/child care
community organization (youth and

adult)
clothing construction-pattern making
spinning and weaving (wool/cotton)
interior decoration
nutrition
self-help health/preventive medicine

1 2 3
1 2 3

1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3

1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3
1 2 3

1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
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Additional Topics (Please list and evaluate)

Specific comments about anything listed above:
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2. Listed below are possible problems affecting agriculture
and self-sufficient living. Please circle the level to
which you judge this a personal problem for your family.

No
Problem

Minor
Problem

Severe
Problem

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1. availability of fi-
ancial resources

2. limited investment
capital

3. limited ways to
market products

4. limited land
resources

5. limited availability
of labor

6. limited "free" time
to pursue on-farm
enterprises

7. limited access to re-
quired tools or
machinery

8. severe soil con-
ditions

9. limited amounts of
available water

10. unaffordable ex-
pense of water

11. limited availability
of suggested crop
varieties

12. limited availability
of suggested live-
stock breeds

13. limited access to
technical information

14. limited access to
educational or skills
training sources

Not
Apply

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

15. Additional Topics (Please list and evaluate):

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

6

6

6
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3. What is your formal education? (Please check the one
that applies to you) 

No Formal Education
Grade School
High School
Some College
Vocational Program
College Graduate

degree:            (please list)

4. Did your formal education at the high school, college or
vocational levels include any agricultural or home econ-
omics type of instruction?

Yes	 No

5. Have you had any other educational or occupational ex-
periences along these lines?

	 Yes	 No

6. If the answer to question number 5 is yes, what was the
nature of your experience? (Check as many as apply)

	  Workshops or field days
	 Contact with county agents
	  Commercial agricultural sales respresentatives
	 Raised on farm
	  Employment in agriculture
	  Journal articles on topic
	 Contact with neighbors

Additional sources of experience (Please list):
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7. On daily basis, what percentage of your time involves
agricultural and self-sufficient living related acti-
vities? (When checking the category that applies to
you, please take into account, collectively, time spent
by family members.)

less than 5%; less than 1 hour per day (approx.)
5-10%; 1-2.5 hours per day (approx.)
10-20%; 2.5-5 hours per day (approx.)
20-40%; 5-9.5 hours per day (approx.)
40-60%; 9.5-14.5 hours per day (approx.)
more than 60%; more than 14.5 hours per day

8. Please list the various activities, related to agricul-
ture and self-sufficient living which your family en-
gages in: (Please list as many as possible). Examples:
Dairy, poultry, vegetables, fruit, clothing construc-
tion, food preservatioon, making your home energy
efficient, etc.

Example: a) raise chickens, 15 layers, 10 broilers

b) 	

C)

d)

e)

f)

(Others ??? - please list on reverse side of this
page.)

9. How much land does your family have use of for produc-
tion purposes?

Less than one acre
one to 2.5 acres
2.5 to 5 acres
5 to 10 acres
10 to 20 acres
20 to 40 acres
more than 40 acres
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10. Do you:	 (Please check one)

own this land
live on this land
lease or rent this land
own part and lease or rent part of this land

11. What is your family size and composition? (Please
fill in the blanks)

number of adults
ages of each adult
number of children
ages of each child

12. Please state briefly what you consider to be the goals
for your family as pertains to agricultural or self-
sufficient living activities:
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